hobo is responsible for the induction of hybrid dysgenesis by strains of Drosophila melanogaster bearing the male recombination factor 23.5MRF.
The male recombination factor 23.5MRF, isolated ten years ago from a natural Greek population of Drosophila melanogaster, has been shown to induce hybrid dysgenesis when crossed to some M strains, in a fashion slightly different from that of most P strains. Furthermore, it was recently shown that 23.5MRF can also induce GD sterility when crossed to specific P strain females (e.g., Harwich, pi 2 and T-007). In these experiments, the P strains mentioned behaved like M strains in that they did not induce sterility in the reciprocal crosses involving 23.5MRF. We extended the analysis to show that 23.5MRF does not destabilize snW(M) and that a derivative with fewer full-length P elements behaves like an M strain toward the same P strains and still retains its dysgenic properties in the reciprocal crosses. We show that there is a strong correlation between the site of dysgenic chromosomal breakpoints induced by 23.5MRF and the localization of hobo elements on the second chromosome, and also that hobo elements are found associated with several 23.5MRF induced mutations. These results suggest that hobo elements are responsible for the aberrant dysgenic properties of this strain, and that they may express their dysgenic properties independent of the presence of P elements.